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STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 
Eighty-fifth Report — Consideration of the 2021–22 budget estimates — Tabling 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [2.19 pm]: I am directed to present the eighty-fifth report of the 
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations titled Consideration of the 2021–22 budget estimates. 

[See paper 937.] 

Hon PETER COLLIER: The report I have just tabled advises the house that the Standing Committee on Estimates 
and Financial Operations has considered the 2021–22 estimates of expenditure laid before the Legislative Council 
in September 2021 as required under its terms of reference. The committee held hearings with 15 agencies and asked 
questions of a further 12 agencies, either as questions prior to hearings or as additional questions. A comprehensive 
summary of the agency hearings can be found in appendix 2 of the report. This summary demonstrates that the 
committee’s consideration of the estimates is an expansive one, covering the budget papers and the broader service 
delivery of agencies. The committee considers that the process provided an appropriate level of scrutiny of these 
estimates. The committee focused on a number of areas, such as changes to the 2021–22 appropriation bills and the 
performance management framework, which are not typically scrutinised by other bodies. The committee explored the 
government’s decision to use higher than expected operating surpluses to fund initiatives in climate, digital capability, 
social housing, the Westport project and the new women’s and babies’ hospital. The report contains three findings 
and two recommendations. The committee extends its appreciation to committee staff—Andrew Hawkes, Denise Wong 
and Margaret Liveris—and to all members, ministers, parliamentary secretaries and public servants who were involved 
and assisted the committee with its consideration of the estimates. I commend the report to the house. 
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